
For over 50 years, Aceitunas Losada has produced table olives in Carmona, Spain, near 

Seville. Losada controls the entire process from hand harvest in their own groves to curing 

and packing.  The current generation owners, Luis and Maria Losada have transformed 

this traditional commercial olive operation into a leader of innovative, artisanal food pro-

duction. While the company has all of the infrastructure of a traditional plant, their focus 

has turned to resurrecting forgotten varieties and reverting back to natural curing meth-

ods. This brother and sister combination believe that in order to progress, they must go 

back in time. 
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IN A NUTSHELL 

Gordal Pitted The perfect martini olive and our best seller. UPC 

848035002145, 168 gram 

Carmona Mix Naturally cured Gordal, Zorzalena, Cuquillo, Cor-

nicabra make a beautiful appetizer. UPC 848035002169, 198 gram 

Cornicabra This pink and purple heirloom has a sweet, winey fla-

vor thanks to its natural curing method. UPC 848035002176, 198 

gram 

Manzanilla Named “little apple” due to its spherical 

shape. Manzanilla is high in oil content making it both palate 

pleasing and high in the same nutritional elements as top-quality 

olive oil. UPC 848035002152, 198 gram 

 

Losada is a leader in Spain for NATURAL BRINE CURING  

This procedure exemplifies the philosophies of Losada and best 
represents the true taste of the fruit. Note differences in ripe-
ness, a more natural color and more character to this ingredient.  

Olives are brined in tanks within 24 hours of harvest. The brine is 
simply sea salt and water along with small percentages of lactic, 
absorbic, and citric acid.  Natural Brine curing takes 9-12 months 
of curing vs. 3 months with lye curing.   

Pitted Natural Mix A selection of unique varieties and tradi-

tional Spanish olives containing a mix of naturally cured pitted 

Alorena, Cuquillo, and heirloom Cornicabra olives. UPC 

848035002190, 168 gram 

Pitted Aloreña The traditional natural curing method of just 

water and salt allows this olive to retain its firm texture and 

savory, nutty flavors. UPC 848035002183, 168 gram 

8/case 


